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Imaginary Space

OUfcapacity for visual perception is limited in the apprehension of motion and of the
total condition of an object in general: for example, a recurring motion having a
frequency of less than ~o sec. gives the impression of constant motion. The motion
picture is based on this principle. [ ... J However, the cinema depends on dematerialized
surface projection using merely a single facet of our visual faculties. Of course it is well
known that a material point in motion is capable of forming a line; for example: a
glowing piece of coal in motion gives the impression of a luminous line, while the
motion of a material line gives the impression of a surface or a volume. That is only one
indication of how elementary solids can be used to construct an object that forms a
whole in three-dimensional space while in a state of rest; yet when brought into motion
it becomes an entirely new object, i.e., a new space impression that will exist only
during the duration of the motion, and is therefore imaginary. [... J

The infinitely variegated effects that may be achieved by the F. of imaginary space
can already be sensed to a limited extent even today. The whole range of all of
our visual capacities may thus be brought into play. To name a few: stereoscopic
effects of motion by passage through colored media; color impressions produced by
superimposition of chromatic clusters of light rays as the result of polarization, etc.; the
transformation of acoustic phenomena into visual form. We can safely predict that
everyday life will borrow widely from these A. achievements. However, as far as we are
concerned, the most important aspect of this development is the fact that this A.-F. will
be accompanied by the destruction of the old A. notion of monumentality. Even today
the opinion still prevails that A. must be something created for eternity: indestructible,
heavy, massive, carved in granite or cast in bronze - the Cheops Pyramid. The Eiffel
Tower is not monumental, for it was not built for eternity but as an attraction for a
world fair; no solid masses, but a pierced space needle. We are now producing work
which in its overall effect is essentially intangible. For we do not consider a work
monumental in the sense that it may last for a year, a century, or a millennium, but
rather on the basis of continual expansion of human performance.

In the preceding I have traced the variability of our space conceptions and the
subsequent F.'s of A., thus arriving at nonmaterial materialism. This sounds like a
paradox. However, experience proves that progress consists 0/our beingcompelled to ~ccepl
and, indeed, 10 regard as self-evident and essential, views that ourforefathers considered
incomprehensible and were in fact incapable of comprehending.

19 Hannah Hiich (1889-1978) 'The painter'

Born in Gotha, HannahHoch studied in Berlin. Through her relationship with Raoul Hausmann
she came into contact with the Dadaist circle there in 1918, the year Inwhich the Club Dada
was established in the city (see IIIB5). In the course of the same year the two artists
developed the technique of photomontage. Berlin Dada was more explicitly associated
with the politics of the left than any of the other Dada groupmgs, and m the hands of
Hausmann, Hoch and John Heartfield the new medium was to be put to use In satirical
comment on that contemporary culture from which Its component Images were drawn (see
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also IVC15 for a Russian text on photomontage). Hoch's Cut with the Dada KitchenKmfe
through theLast Era of the Weimar Beer-belly Culture was exhibited at the First International
Dada Fair in 1920. 'The painter' was probably written at this time. In its account of themale
genius at work it conjoins a proto·feminist irony with scepticism about claims for meaningm
abstract art. The original text is printed in Hannah Hoch: EmeLebens-Callage, Berlm:Archlv,
Edition, 1989, vol. 1, pp. 747-9. Our version is taken from the translation by Anne Halreyin
Maud Lavin, Cut wlfh the Klfchen Knife: the Weimar Photomontages of Hannah Hoch,New
Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1993, pp. 216-18.

Once upon a time there was a painter. He wasn't called Dribble, or anything likethat,
as he might have been in earlier times. It was around 1920- the painter was a modern
painter - so his name was Heavenlykingdom. Unlike the real painters of earliertimes,
he was not asked to work only with brush and palette. This was his wife's fault:she
thwarted the boundless flight of his genius. At least four times in four years, he was
forced to wash dishes - the kitchen dishes. The first time, actually, there had been3

pressing reason. She was giving birth to the baby Heavenlykingdom. The other rhree
times had not seemed absolutely necessary to Heavenlykingdom, Sr. But he wantedto
keep the peace - because after all God had created the male to do just that _ and sohad
no choice but to obey her Xanthippian demand. Yet the matter continued to weighon
him. He felt degraded as a man and as a painter under its dark shadow. On the daysof
crisis he would suffer nightmares. He kept seeing Michelangelo washing up the cups.
He knew enough about psychoanalysis to confront the woman with the truth thatsuch
demands alwaysarise out of the desire to dominate, no matterwhat other reasons there
might be. As a modern person he felt that in theory he had to agree with the equalityof
the sexes - still, if one looked closely at the situation one could not _ and then,
especially in your own house - her demand seemed to him comparable to an enslave-ment of his sou] ...

Now one day he began to paint a picture. A dark force moved him, because he was
full of dark forces. He wanted to represent, to cube really, the essential likeness
between the nature of chives and the female soul. In theory the whole problem was
solved. He saw the emptiness that fills both these objects precisely and with total
intellectual clarity. There is more to genius than intellect, however, and, when he
connected theherb's snake-like formwith the previously mentioned soul, his unusually
developed instinct gave him mystical knowledge. No genius would deny a certain
complement of mysticism.

Our Heavenlykingdom was deeply wounded by something he had also heard about
from his fellow men: although these little women are often really tiny, they can still not
be shaped and modeled into the form one needs for physical and psychic comfort. Had
he been a writer, he would have been compelled to enrich literature with a ponderous
work on the theme, 'When you go to Woman, do not forget the whip.' But under the
circumstances that you know about now, his painting was to be called, 'The Chive and
the Female Soul: A Comparison.' I think it Was already announced for exhibition, while
the canvas still shone blankly, spotlessly receptive. One has to do everything in good
trrne, Gotthold - that was Heavenlykingdom's first name _ suffered under the female
soul in the totality of his manhood. And we all need to confront what makes us suffer.
No wonder, then, that Heavenlykingdom (secretly) began to think of himself as on a
level with a redeemer - let's admit it, with Christ _ because of the likeness he hasdiscovered.
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But you have to imagine the painting properly - as it were, a scientifically dissected
representation - the female soul, totally clear in a segmented cubist painting - so that
everyone able to adopt an abstract point of view could read, there she is, that's her
innermost being. And next to that the analogy and parallel: chives. Wouldn't everyone
see it as clear asday? We also know that when we recognize what ails us, we are cured.
So what perspectives would open up with the creation of this painting? Wouldn't
the most burning question of our time be solved? Yet we have had to admit too often
that theory and practice don't coincide. He had worked on his picture for two years and
two days already. He labored and labored mightily, unabte to advance beyond the
chives. In the first place, the painting remained green. As soon as he used a different
color, the disturbance that resulted was so great that he covered it with green again. For
a while he thought that the treacherous female soul (treachery no doubt its most
important element alongside emptiness) could appear as a cubist lemon-yellow spiral
among the green - a shape more or less like one of those sofa-springs that winds
crookedly upward. But alas, painting is color as well as form. The yellow refused to
meld with the massive green of his chive allegory. He had no choice but to remove the
winding spiral. A painter must remain enough of an aesthete to refuse to paint badly for
the sake of his idea. The same thing happened with the composition. He tried and
tried, even falling into trances, but nothing beyond the dull repetitive up-and-down of
tbe chive motif would develop. Over and over again he hoped to fix the damnable
female soul in a fluted doughnut-shape. But his eye remained objective and told
him the truth without pity: this fretwork muddies the powerful melody of the chive
movement. His most intimate friend, looking at the painting, remarked that it had
the kind of power that liberated itself in an overwhelming sense of bore ... No, that's
not what he said. He said, liberates itself in sameness. Then he decided with a
heavy heart to abandon the female soul and to devote himself only to chives from
new on.
A month later, and the President, who has just opened the exhibition, is propelling

his presidential belly around the myriad chambers that display the works of all the
painters of the realm. Suddenly he stops. His face displays emotion. His entourage
observes closely. He begins to speak. 'A masterpiece,' he stammers. 'Has ~y adminis-
tration ever produced anything better?' He questioned everyone around him. All that
green _ what can it remind me of? His adjutant (unless an assistant goes by another
name in a Republic) suggested helpfully, 'Of the revolution? Of the revolution, my

President?'
'Absolutely right. The revolution.' .
They say the State bought the painting for the National Galtery. They say that when

its creator was asked for the title, he omitted mention of the ch~vesand proudly cal~ed It
'The Female Soul.' They say Gotthold Heavenlykingdom WIltbe the next candidate

for a Nobel Prize.

20 J '0 G t (1883-1955) frorn 'The Dehumanizationose rtega y asse
of Art'

Numbered amon the most influential Spanish philosophers of the twentieth century, Ortega
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